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At present, little general information seems to be available con-

cerning the fixed points of compact abelian groups operating on

Euclidean n dimensional space, En. In view of this fact, it is perhaps

worthwhile to enlarge our information concerning special cases of

such phenomena. One such special case, is the classical theorem that

a compact abelian group of affine transformations has a fixed point.

It is our intention to generalize this theorem to connected simply con-

nected, nilpotent Lie groups. In order to see clearly the nature of the

generalization, we shall first present a description of the affine groups,

A(n) and its action on En.

Let £" be considered as a vector space or abelian Lie group. Then

GL(n, R) is the group of continuous automorphisms of £n and A(n)

is the semi-direct product of £n and GL(n, R). We will denote this by

A(n)=En-GL(n, R) and an element of A(n) will be denoted by

(r, g) where rEEn and gEGL(n, R). Then multiplication in A(n) is

defined by (ri, gi)(r2, g2) = (rigi(r2), gigi). We can also define a mapping

n: A(n)-+En by n(r, g) =r. Then the action of A(n) on £" is given by

r-^7](a0r) for all rEEn and aaEA(n). Now let Nn be a connected,

simply connected n dimensional nilpotent Lie group. Then Nn is

homeomorphic to E". Let G(Nn) be the group of continuous auto-

morphisms of N" and define the group A (Nn) as the semi-direct prod-

uct of Nn and G(Nn). Then A(Nn) = N"-G(Nn) and the elements of

A(N") will be denoted by (n, g) for nEN" and gEG(Nn). Then multi-

plication in A(Nn) is given by (nu gi)(n2, g2) = (nigi(n2), gig2). We can

clearly define A (Nn) operating on TV" exactly as in the abelian case

of £n.

Theorem. Let B be a compact abelian subgroup of A(Nn). Then

there is a point n0EN such that for all bEB, b(n0) =«o-

Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction on the dimension

of Nn. Clearly the theorem is true for n = l. Assume the theorem is

true for n = k. Let Nk+1 be given and BEA(Nh+1) be a compact

abelian group. Then B can be represented as the direct sum of a toral

group T and a finite group F. If F is the trivial group, then the theo-

rem is true by a result of P. A. Smith [l ]. Hence we may assume that

F is nontrivial with generators /i, ■ ■ ■ , fr. Let /i = («i, ai). Then ax

cannot be the identity element of G(Nk+l), because A7*+1 has no ele-
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ments of finite order. Let M be the maximal subgroup of Nh+1 such

that aim=m for mEM. Then M is a connected, simply connected,

nilpotent Lie group. To see that this is the case, we merely have to

notice that if aim=m and L(m) denotes the one parameter subgroup

of Nk+1 through m then aiL(m) =L(m) point-wise. Since ai is not the

identity element of G(Nk+1), we have dim M<k + 1.

Since B is compact, <ii is a semi-simple automorphism of Nk+1. (For

a definition see [2].) Hence by [2], we can find a yENk+1 such that

ai(y)niy~1EM. If we let z=ar1(y~1) we have that z~xniai(z)EM.

Now consider the inner automorphism of A(Nk+1) induced by

(z-1, e). This defines a mapping <j> of Nk+1 onto itself and mapping

d>* of B onto a group B* which satisfies the condition <j>b = b*<j>,

where b*=<j>*b. Letft=cp*fi. Then /? = (//?, ax) where n\EM. Hence,

since f* is of finite order in B, n* must be the identity element of M

or/!* = (e, ai). Now let b*EB* with b* = (n, a). Since ftb* = b*fi we
must have that ain = n. Further since ai and a commute, we have

that M is mapped onto itself by a. Hence b*EB* maps M onto itself.

But dim M<k + 1. Hence by induction there exists a point in M

which is fixed for all b*EB*. Since M is a subset of JV*+1, this proves

the theorem.
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